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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon everyone, my name is israa mahmoud and I am gonna be presenting a research conducted about the role of public spaces to foster social innovation and promote entrepreneurial activities in Downtown San Diego urban context as a prominent cultural district.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My Presentation today will be divided in three parts First : understanding the role of public spaces as cultural hubs/districts, how they are developed, formed as creative spaces and how they turn to be strategic assets in urban planning development. Secondly, the contextual evaluation for Downtown San Diego Partnership (DSDP) and their role to activate and regenerate different public spaces in downtown area by using the placemaking urban movement together with tactical urbanism trends to foster economic and cultural community development. Thirdly, the verification of the implementation –based approach through two case studies ( an urban park and a co-working space) to assess the success or failure of Downtown San Diego as a Cultural Hub/District.
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Place- Based Approach

That phenomenon occurs when two criteria are realized:
i) the increase in quality of life – through higher living standards and Cultural 
lifestyle diversity- and 
ii) the attraction to certain human capital – knowledge-based workers, 
entrepreneurs and creative industries gurus. 

Understanding the Role of Public Spaces in Social Innovation. 
Source: the author, May 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the literature review it is evident that the role that public spaces play in fostering and spurring innovation does not follow a linear process from formation to evaluation.  If the point of departure is set to be the place-based approach (that has three components) in order to form creative places, that in consequences, leads to cultural hubs/districts which turn gradually to be strategic urban planning assets in themselves when correlated to an urban morphological context and act as catalysts for social innovation by consequences. 
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Place-Based 
Approach

• Public Spaces
• Cultural Hubs/Districts

• Strategic Urban Asset

Public Spaces 
Policies & 

Characteristics 

• Increase in Quality of life.
• Attraction to Human Capital

Implementation-
Based Approach

• Cultural events Programming
• Stakeholders/ Partnerships involvement
• Sphere of influence/ Catchment area
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Public Spaces “Lifetime Cycle from Formation to Evaluation” as Social Innovation Catalysts
Source: the author, May 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A methodological approach in the field shows that cultural hubs /Districts where they act as a melting pot for creative industries clusters. Those public spaces have a lifetime cycle from formation to evaluation whereas different policies and characteristics change based on their physical context. The methodological approach in this research follow That process from place-based to implementation–based and is evaluated at the end by cultural events programming, stakeholders engagement and, sphere of influence/catchment area where they occur.
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Downtown San Diego seven 
Neighborhoods.

SD Downtown residents’ in comparison to SD county, are more educated, well-paid, more male. 
Source: Data of US Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2015.

Source: SANDAG, Geographic Boundary Viewer, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The urban fabric of San Diego- either as a county or MSA- is very diverse and merely, touristically, vivacious in some areas. The spatial focus in this research goes to the Downtown area; geographically defined as the Zip Code 92101, Roughly an area of 1,450 acres and encompasses seven thriving neighborhoods, each with its own unique identity. Statistically speaking, Downtown is home to 35,000 residents and a growing population of 97% since 2000, notably a dominance of 51% for highly educated residents and 73% high-earning professionals. In a blue print document by DSDP A remarkable attribute to downtown San Diego area is the city efforts to develop a physical walkable environment urban core (live, work and play). In a matter of fact, Downtown San Diego has a 90% score in walkability; 78% of residents enjoy its central location, and 95% of Downtown working force enjoy their life style. 
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Public Spaces “Lifetime Cycle from Formation to Evaluation” as Social Innovation Catalysts
Source: the author, May 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the formation of public spaces 
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Arts and cultural organizations Cluster in Downtown San Diego, Source: 
Carto, commissioned by DSDP, April 2016.

Public spaces, open and active parks in Downtown SD, year 
2016.

31 Art 
Galleries

12 Music 
Venues

10 
Performi
ng Arts 
Groups

6 
Theatres4 

Museums

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to verify the model of public spaces lifetime cycle, from place-based to implementation-based through partnerships and stakeholders. The role of DSDP is observed in activating public spaces and parks . Downtown is home to more than 20 parks. Five of these have playgrounds specifically for families and children. In a study conducted by UC San Diego extension center for research on the regional economy in (2016) about the San Diego Downtown prosperity, the area demonstrated a cluster of 92 arts and cultural destinations and organizations just in the urban core. The Phenomenon that is occurring in downtown San Diego being transformed in an arts and culture hotspot nowadays in not a laissez-faire. The American planning association (APA) coined the concept in 2015 by highlighting the facts that entrepreneurial activities seek out communities that inspire creativity and push boundaries. That, being correlated by business firms location with artists and cultural facilities together, a multiplier effect results, driving further the innovation economy and economic vitality by measurable outcome
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Public Spaces “Lifetime Cycle from Formation to Evaluation” as Social Innovation Catalysts
Source: the author, May 2017.

Downtown San Diego Contextual Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Phenomenon that is occurring in downtown San Diego being transformed in an arts and culture hotspot nowadays in not a laissez-faire. The American planning association (APA) coined the concept in 2015 by highlighting the facts that entrepreneurial activities seek out communities that inspire creativity and push boundaries. Meanwhile the formation process of Cultural Hubs/ Districts, the two criteria of occurrence could be verified in the downtown area extensively; the increase in quality of life as well as the attraction of human capital. 
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Moving Parklets as seen around the Downtown San 
Diego area.

Horton Plaza during “Sounds of Summer” musical 
festival, Summer 2016.

Pocket Park at corner of 13th & J streets, Downtown 
San Diego area.

• Placemaking 
Strategies

• Tactical 
Urbanism 
Techniques

• Lighter, 
Quicker, 
Cheaper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first criterion, In 2014, Porter called on San Diego to redefine and upgrade its quality of life, and for that Partnership together with San Diego Foundation have developed a blue print between 2013-15 “called imagine Downtown” mandating an action plan and public policies to develop the downtown area for the next 20 years. That held, one of the main aims for the visionary plan is a provision of a world-class cultural scene to Downtown area through cooperation and collaboration between Downtown different neighborhoods and a variety of arts and cultural anchor institutions. Following this plan, DSDP works on “creating the vibe” by a variety of Placemaking strategies to renew public spaces in Downtown. For that purpose, Tactical urbanism techniques are used such as: “Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper” as a tool to recreate and reimagine communal spaces around Downtown to foster and build communities at little cost. As examples we see Moving parklets, Small Pocket Parks and Summer Musical Festival
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2nd Verification Criteria: Human Capital Attraction

Source: CONNECT San Diego Innovation Report, year 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overlooking the US census bureau data from the earlier section for the year 2015, the zip code 92101 (Downtown area) scored 15.34 startups for every 10,000 people while the whole San Diego County scored 1.35 for the same ratio, as well as a growing trend for Employment in Software Cluster in Particular.Nonetheless, the rippling effects of innovation scene is not limited to downtown area, the latest published Kauffman Index about metropolitan areas and city trends in startup activity unveiled a growing drift in San Diego metropolitan region. Among 39 innovative regions, San Diego ranked 4th based on the rate of new entrepreneurs in market, opportunity share and startups density; thus looking willingly to join the parade of innovative cities
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Downtown area as 
Startup hot spot

Growth of software Startups cluster in Downtown SD till year 2014. 
Source: DSDP, 2016

Source: CONNECT San Diego Innovation Report, year 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The software sector in itself is accounted for more than 8% of startups creation yearly between 2011 and 2016. CONNECT in (2016) reported Downtown area as the “Top Hotspot” where the new Startups are created and located; quantitatively speaking, 32 startups in 2014, 54-68 startups in 2015; and nearly double that number in 2016, 110 startups just within the 92101 downtown Zip Code. While the data on the employment opportunities as well as the kind of jobs in Downtown indicate that there is a growing creative class and innovation economy in the urban core; the reality is that there is a growing array of diverse startups and growth of IT & Software companies’ in downtown area. A virtual Software Startup Cluster could be easily eye-tracked in Downtown area. In a cluster breakdown, the Software industry amongst, with a majority of 63% of companies in all San Diego County Innovation economy portion; has a multiplier of 2.4X more than average annualized salary, that is $119,600 yearly (CONNECT, 2016, p. 13)
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Concentration  Incubators, accelerators, co-working spaces, and startups in 
Downtown, year 2016.

Source: https://dsdp2015.carto.com/viz/b09e6e4a-d36f-11e5-8737-
0e3ff518bd15/public_map

Heat Map of Startups and tech firms Cluster in Downtown area, year 2016.

2nd Verification Criteria: Human Capital Attraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An overlay between, the horizontal physical concentration of tech startups cluster in downtown (in red) and the co-working spaces and services provided to startups (in orange), unveils a heat map of a strong concentration in Columbia district, civic/core, West and South-East village neighborhoods. Another indicative factor of human capital attraction to downtown san Diego area is the wage multiplier in San Diego innovation economy Clusters, that comprises knowledge-based sectors and development of technologies services. 

https://dsdp2015.carto.com/viz/b09e6e4a-d36f-11e5-8737-0e3ff518bd15/public_map
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Implementation- Based Approach Evaluation   
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Place-Based 
Approach

• Public Spaces
• Cultural Hubs/Districts

• Strategic Urban Asset

Public Spaces 
Policies & 

Characteristics 

• Increase in Quality of life.
• Attraction to Human Capital

Implementation-
Based Approach

• Cultural events Programming
• Stakeholders involvement
• Sphere of influence/ Catchment area
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Public Spaces “Lifetime Cycle from Formation to Evaluation” as Social Innovation Catalysts
Source: the author, May 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last part of the methodology evaluates the implementation-based approach by using 3 measurement tools :Cultural events Programming with the stakeholders involvement and the Sphere of influence of the Cultural District. 
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the dynamic crawl of Downtown san Diego startup scene, June 2016. 
Source: https://sandiegostartupweek.com/2016-downtown-startup-crawl/#top

Zoomed in Downtown SD walkable arts and culture district, April 2016.
Source: http://www.sandiegomagazine.com/San-Diego-

Magazine/May-2017/The-New-Downtown-San-Diego/Downtown-Has-
an-Unofficial-Arts-District/

Result: Successful Socio-Cultural Development Policies are effectively put in Place and implemented

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the Cultural events programming and Occurrence: two examples are observedSan Diego Startup Week is an entrepreneurial turmoil yearly event takes place this year in June 19th, 2017 that will be the fifth in a row, is the It works more like a melting pot that brings together entrepreneurs, startups, developers, mentors, students, community visionaries, and success stories to share progress, exchange resources, and celebrate the local innovation Within the same notion, the manifestation of diversity in cultural events is easy to track by eye sight; San Diego Downtown area has a potential arts and culture District, by connecting the various performance venues. In a walkable distance expanding from A street till Horton plaza, a diversity of theatres (civic theatre, Balboa theatre, etc.), opera house, Copley Symphony hall, and arts centers are spatially concentrated. While the understanding of cultural districts success or failure is fundamental to analyze the effectiveness of cultural policies adapted and whether the socio-cultural development mechanisms are creating “the good people climate” and further building the knowledge-based society; the missing part of the puzzle is to understand the cultural events occurrence to boost the entrepreneurial scene out. 

https://sandiegostartupweek.com/2016-downtown-startup-crawl/#top
http://www.sandiegomagazine.com/San-Diego-Magazine/May-2017/The-New-Downtown-San-Diego/Downtown-Has-an-Unofficial-Arts-District/
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Quartyard designed urban park.
Source: http://www.quartyardsd.com/about

Variety of cultural events occurrence in Quartyard urban park

Views from inside the Quartyard urban park , source: the researcher

Cultural Impact

Public Policy Support

Funding 

Stakeholders

Public space

Results: Activation of vacant lots as public urban spaces when rightly
orchestrated through Stakeholders Involvement, funding provision, and
public policy support (land ownership) have a wider cultural impact on
surrounding Communities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2nd measurement tool for the spatial implementation-based approach evaluation in Downtown area is observed in the – so called- “urban park” namely “Quartyard”. A 25,000-square foot city owned lot at Market street, constructed in 2014. The public space has a 1000 persons’ capacity, is home to a coffee shop, restaurant, dog park, beer garden, music venue and food trucks. Basically, promoted as a venue that brings people together, community, coffee, food, music, and unique social gatherings. The interesting attribute in the Quartyard urban park example is its’ formation as a communal public space. based on simple idea Transform vacant city land into a thriving communal space that could be assembled quickly, and torn down just as fast, using shipping containers as structural components to save time, money and effort .The Founders named RAD LAB  raised funds on kickstarter (an online crowd funding platform) to activate a vacant land ( owned by civic san Diego). They had a public support campaign from residents in fact The gathering space is mainly successful because of its rippling influence effect; it serves an average of 9,000 residents and visitors a month and hosted more than 160 events during the last 15 months 

http://www.quartyardsd.com/about
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Downtown Works location, Spring 2017.
Source: the author after HERE maps. 

Exemplar Networking events in Downtown Works Co-Working Space.

Views from inside the Downtown Works Co-Working Space, source: the researcher

Results: facilitated Public Policies for small Businesses development, missing Educational anchor 
institution in Downtown area and cross-border Tijuana Connection effects on talented labor pool.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last measurement tool: catches the Sphere of influence that assess  the implementation- based approach in Downtown area. 1- the diffusion of co-working spaces in the San Diego downtown area nowadays is remarkable. One of the highly ranked amongst the entrepreneurial community is Downtown Works, physically located in 550 West B Street 4th Floor San Diego, CA 92101. 2- 2 floors, 5,000 square feet co-working space offers tailored services for entrepreneurs and companies located in the venue; plans vary based on startups size and budget. Monthly, daily, permanent, or virtual offices are amongst options; open-desks, exclusive desks, or private offices and meeting rooms as well, on site market and a 24/7-member access.Beside the physical amenities and the proximity to public transportation, and having the view of the San Diego port; Downtown Works (2017) has an in-house accelerator program for startups. Weekly lunch-n-learn meetings with tech industry experts to promote the startups exposure to the business community, and to provide hands on experience with advisors and funders to startups. 3- In an Interview with one of the co-working space founders, Wolf Bielas, he stressed the cross-border relationship connection with Tijuana and how this territorial proximity helps the software, hardware, and firmware talented labor pool in common to develop and prosper. That coupled with the missing effect of educational anchor institutions in spreading the diffusion of startups and different public policies and local governmental approach to facilitate the investment in Co-Working spaces and real estate development around Downtown area.
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Downtown San Diego Case Study Summary 

Concept Criteria of evaluation Measurement tool Assessment results 

Place-based 
Approach 
  

• Socio-cultural context 
• Governmental policies 
• Economic 

development 

• Demographical 
context 

• Arts and cultural 
hotspots 

• Open spaces and 
Parks 

• Proximity to 
transportation, high 
walkability score, 
vicinity to amenities 

Cultural Hubs/ 
Districts 

• Quality of life increase 
• Human capital 

attraction 

• Vibrant spaces in 
area 

• Startups located in 
area 

• Effective planning 
strategies with small 
scale defective land 
ownership issues. 

• High wage multiplier for 
certain sectors. 

Implementation 
– based 
Approach 

• Cultural Programming  
• Stakeholders 

involvement 
• Sphere of influence/ 

catchment area 

• Cultural Events 
occurrence 

• Variety of cultural 
scene 

• The rippling effects 
of innovation 
scene. 

• Diversity in 
implementation 
techniques 

• Wider Cultural impact 
• Cross-border labor 

relations, missing 
Educational Anchor 
institution 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above-mentioned matrix of evaluation, shows the measurement tools used in this research to identify the success or failure of criteria of evaluation that follows the conceptual model of cultural districts introduced earliest. Through the verification of implementation based approach, the physical attributes in Downtown San Diego area showed a proximity to transportation, high walkability score, vicinity to different amenities; and that, fortifies the fact that a strong cultural District is flourishing, giving way to prosper economic development.Meanwhile, apart from the strengths in the territorial context, the wage multiplier effect for innovative jobs, lower rent prices and competitive advantages for startups are striking reasons, and for that, the downtown area has a wider sphere of influence and catchment area and is “baby-booming” in some specific innovation economy sectors such as software, tech & IT. 
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		Place-based Approach

 

		· Socio-cultural context

· Governmental policies

· Economic development

		· Demographical context

· Arts and cultural hotspots

· Open spaces and Parks

		· Proximity to transportation, high walkability score, vicinity to amenities



		Cultural Hubs/ Districts

		· Quality of life increase

· Human capital attraction

		· Vibrant spaces in area

· Startups located in area

		· Effective planning strategies with small scale defective land ownership issues.

· High wage multiplier for certain sectors.



		Implementation – based Approach

		· Cultural Programming 

· Stakeholders involvement

· Sphere of influence/ catchment area
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· The rippling effects of innovation scene.
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· Wider Cultural impact

· Cross-border labor relations, missing Educational Anchor institution
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• Stakeholders/ Partnerships involvement
• Sphere of influence/ Catchment area
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Public Spaces “Lifetime Cycle from Formation to Evaluation” as Social Innovation Catalysts
Source: the author, May 2017.

Downtown San Diego is not lagging as a Cultural Hub/ district, it 
works as a strong urban asset, and strong policies are proven to 
be a driver for cultural-led urban development. 

Conclusions

On one hand, DSDP is playing a protagonist role to pace out 
physical changes in area that are connected to art and culture 
venues in downtown. On the other hand, the private sector has the 
upper hand; yet the cultural vibrancy is undeniable. 

• Downtown area lacks an educational anchor institution
• Governmental Facilitation is low profile, yet for small businesses is 

effective.
• Connection to Labour pool in between  downtown area and Tijuana 

Border ripples the Cultural Cluster effects. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural Districts are not a stand alone siles, building on which, the evidences that Downtown san Diego are is not lagging are many. While Cultural Hubs/ districts are proven to be a driver for cultural-led urban policies it is undeniable that the context diversification in Downtown San Diego area affect whether positively the two measurable criteria of human capital attraction and increase in quality of life. DSDP is playing a protagonist role to pace out physical changes in area in terms of public policies and community development through different engagement techniques to regenerate and activate different public spaces that are connected to art and culture venues in downtown. On the other hand, the private sector is still digging down the road to pace out the changes in the area, yet the cultural vibrancy is undeniable. Two notable outcomes from the interviews and the physical observation analysis show that i) downtown area lacks an educational anchor institution  For that to become a reality, some of anchor educational institutions are lending a new footprint in downtown area nowadays such as University of California (UCSD).and that drives a lot of economic activities to neighboring areas such as la jolla or la mesa areas, ii) governmental facilitations to business development either in urban planning policies or land-use zones differ based on projects, private businesses have an easier trend for permission than small public parks projects, spatially when land ownership issues rise. 
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